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PASC 613 Horenstein 
in Gothenburg, Volume 2 -

This release is the second in a series published by Pristi ne Classica l chronicl ing the concerts 
conducted by Jascha Horenstein during his visits to the Swedish city of Gothenburg in the late 
1960s. On all three occasions, first in January 1968, then in December of that year and finally in 
October 1969, Horenstein was asked to conduct works that wou ld challenge the recently expanded 
Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra and its newly engaged personnel, particu larly in the brass section. 
It was for this reason that his program choices settled on Mahler's 4th, fo llowed by Bruckner's 6th, 
Schubert's 9th and finally Mahler's 5th symphonies, good tests of the orchestra's mett le and its 
ability to handle large-sca le romantic music. These were performed in four carefully selected and 
attractively constructed programs that also included works by Bach, Handel, Mozart, Liszt and Saint
Saens, all of which were recorded in-house and wil l be remastered for publication on this labe l. The 
present recording reproduces the last of the four Gothenburg programs conducted by Horenste in, 
an evening that opened with a gripping performance of Liszt's symphon ic poem Mazeppa, aptly 
programmed as a warm-up piece for the Mah ler symphony that wil l be published separately. 

This recording of Mahler's Fifth, documenting the last of many occasions that Horenstein conducted 
the work, is t he third under his direction to be published on this label fo llowing those with the Berlin 
Phi lharmonic (PASC 416) and the London Symphony Orchestra (PASC 567). The tough and tens ile 
Gothenburg Mahler 5, not in the orchestra's repertoire at that time, stands somewhere between 
the farmer's "barba ric Mahler, struggling with and howling at God", and the latter's lucid, carefully 
pointed, carefully controlled reading. In all t hree performances t he spacious fo rmal outlines are 
clearly and firmly profiled, w ith the symphony's multitudinous details kept coherent, proportional 
and in context . All three performances also emphasize the strong fibers in the music while 
underplaying its softer centers, with Mahler's expressionist roots clearly recognizable. The 
Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra, which had not played the work since t he 1940s, responds to 
Horenstein's demands with great feeling, sensitivity and dedicat ion if not w ith the greatest 
executive refinement or precision, whi le t he performance itself, with many felicitous details 
revealed, is another fine example of his unique capacity for getti ng the most out of his players in a 
short period of time. 

Misha Horenstein 
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